
● Changes for current project/mockup pages? Approval for current things?
- Draw hand writing sketches before figma.
- As instructor: I meet with TAs, TAs meet with teams. We know which teams are

getting help and which ones aren't. Track attendance and teamwork (Catme and
TA fill out google forms about it).

- TA comments on project screen
- Mock canvas class for grades
- Discord?
- Mechanism to put in url of Google forms to get information (weekly and demo, at

risk form)
- Ingest the data from the form

- More info: how many entities, how many screens, types or relationships
- Team status. (The colors)

● Users pushing code to repositories from different accounts? How should this be handled
● Should branch commits count, or should only commits to main count for total user

contributions? (maybe differentiate between main branch commits and all commits)
- Doesn't matter, commits are commits

● When you are looking at an individual project, what information should go in project
status?

● When looking at the data page, would there be different information when looking at a
single semester versus looking at all available semesters?

- Don’t worry about this for now
● Would you like to filter teams on the dashboard homepage?

- Filter by what

Project page:
- Catme information
- Ta’s fill out google survey

- Get one

Meets with TA’s each week, way to filter by team’s by TA

Have a way for the instructor to structure the teams

Whole screen dedicated to at risk (teams and/or students)
- TAs determine who is at risk
- Missing classes, catme complaints, ta complaints, not pushing.

- Missing classes from spreadsheet, or from direct input into app

Show exact screens (send pics on discord), have a plan,



Upload whole catme spread sheet

Can we track cicd?


